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Linearity of index grating recording with spatially
oscillating photovoltaic currents
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The response of photorefractive crystals with bulk photovoltaic charge transport is usually highly nonlinear,
and for illumination with a sinusoidal light pattern the recorded space-charge gratings possess, apart from the
principal spatial frequency K, several higher spatial harmonics, 2K, 3K, etc. We show experimentally that
purely sinusoidal index gratings can be recorded in LiNbO3:Fe when the charge redistribution is governed by
spatially oscillating photovoltaic currents. This property is especially beneficial for holographic data storage.
© 2006 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
he remarkable photorefractive nonlinearity of iron-
oped lithium niobate is caused by a strong bulk photo-
oltaic effect.1,2 The effective driving field Epv that redis-
ributes photoexcited charge carriers can exceed
00 kV/cm, as confirmed in recent experiments.3 Large
ight-induced electro-optic variations of the refractive in-
ex are an obvious advantage of this material, as they en-
ure high diffraction efficiency and large dynamic range
see, e.g., Ref. 4). At the same time the holograms re-
orded in LiNbO3:Fe suffer from optical damage (a strong
onlinear lens deteriorates the transmitted beam),5 inter-
odulation noise (ghost images appear in the recon-

tructed waves),6 and the nonlinearity of the response
the recorded grating is not sinusoidal).6

The first two of the above-mentioned undesirable ef-
ects can be overcome by using periodically poled
iNbO3:Fe that has a drastically reduced response at low
patial frequencies.7,8 We report in this paper that the
roblem of the nonlinearity can be solved by using a grat-
ng recording with two orthogonally polarized eigenwaves
f the crystal. One ordinary and one extraordinary wave
re employed. The improved linearity for such a grating
ecording was predicted theoretically long ago9 but was
ever proved experimentally.

. QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION
he nonlinearity of LiNbO3:Fe is due to the formation of
pace-charge fields E that modulate the high-frequency
sc

0740-3224/06/050857-4/$15.00 © 2
ermittivity � via the Pockels effect.2,10 The Cartesian
omponent of the permittivity tensor can be expressed as
ollows:

��mn�r� � − n4rmnlEl�r�, �1�

here rmnl is a component of the electro-optic tensor and
he difference in ordinary and extraordinary refractive in-
ices is neglected, no�ne�n. The space-charge field, in
urn, appears as a consequence of charge redistribution
y the bulk photovoltaic current jph (Ref. 2):

Esc = −
jph

�ph
, �2�

ith the photoconductivity �ph=�I in the denominator (�
s the specific photoconductivity, its possible anisotropy is
eglected, and I is the light intensity). The mth compo-
ent of the photovoltaic current jm is2

jm = �mnlAnAl
*, �3�

here A is a slowly varying complex amplitude of the
lectric field vector of the light such that I� �A�2, and �mnl
s a component of the photovoltaic tensor2 that may be
eal or imaginary:

�mnl = �mnl
L + i�mnk�kl

C , �4�

ith the unit antisymmetric tensor �mnk and the real ten-
ors �L and �C that describe the so-called linear �L� and
ircular �C� photovoltaic currents.2
006 Optical Society of America
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The photovoltaic tensor in LiNbO3:Fe possesses both
iagonal components (with the identical two last indices,
.g., �333

L , �311
L , �222

L ) and nondiagonal components (like

131
L or �12

C ). The latter allow for grating recording with or-
hogonally polarized light waves, one ordinary and the
ther extraordinary.11

The photovoltaic current excited by two orthogonally
olarized light waves is spatially oscillating; the direction
f its propagation alternates in every half-period of polar-
zation fringes. At the same time, the overall light inten-
ity is distributed uniformly throughout the sample, be-
ause interference of orthogonally polarized waves does
ot lead to an intensity modulation. Thus, as one can see
rom Eq. (2), the space-charge field distribution in the
ample is directly proportional to the variation of photo-
oltaic current, as the photoconductivity in the denomina-
or does not depend on the spatial coordinate. In other
ords, the space-charge field and therefore the high-

requency permittivity linearly reproduce the sinusoidally
odulated photovoltaic current.
Note that such a linearity is quite unusual for photore-

ractive crystals: For the majority of intensity-dependent
harge-transport processes the photoconductivity is not
niform throughout the sample, and the space-charge
eld distribution given by Eq. (2) can be considered to be
early sinusoidal only in the case of small contrast of the
ecording fringes.

. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND
ISCUSSION

o prove the validity of the presented arguments, we ana-
yze diffraction from space-charge gratings recorded with
wo orthogonally polarized waves and compare it with the
iffraction from gratings recorded with identically polar-
zed waves. Particular attention is paid to possible dif-
raction from gratings with doubled and tripled spatial
requencies that should arise when the photorefractive re-
ponse is nonlinear and that must be completely sup-
ressed for linear recording.
In the experiment we profit from the possibility to ob-

erve anisotropic light diffraction (diffraction with a po-
arization turned with respect to the polarization of the
ncident readout beam) from an isotropically recorded
rating and, conversely, to observe the isotropic diffrac-
ion from the anisotropically recorded grating. This al-
ows us, as it will be clear from what follows, to enhance
r to inhibit the diffraction efficiency from any given
pace-charge grating by appropriate choice of the electro-
ptic coefficient.

The index gratings are recorded in periodically poled
iNbO3 (PPLN) crystals doped with Y and Fe (0.74 wt. %
nd 0.06 wt. % in the melt, respectively) with unexpanded
eams of a frequency-doubled diode-pumped cw Nd3+YAG
aser (TEM00, single frequency, about 100 mW output
ower, �1.4 mm beam diameter). The PPLN sample is
.5 mm thick with a domain lattice period of about
6 �m. The domain walls are parallel to the axis of spon-
aneous polarization and normal to the x axis.

Two recording beams with the intensity ratio 1:1 im-
inge upon the input face of the X cut sample to record
ratings with grating vectors perpendicular to the spon-
aneous polarization axis. The beams are polarized either
dentically (ordinary waves inside the sample) or orthogo-
ally (one ordinary and other extraordinary wave). In the
rst case the recording waves enter the sample symmetri-
ally (at the angles ±�) and form a grating with the grat-
ng vector K=k1

o−k2
o inside the sample [see the wavevec-

or diagram, Fig. 1(a)]. In the second case they are tilted
eliberately in order to align the grating vector K=k1

e

k2
o parallel to the sample input face [see the wavevector

iagram of Fig. 1(c)]. The angles of the recording beams
nside the sample are �−� and �+�, with � being the
ngle between the bisector of the recording beams and
ample face normal. Here k1

e and k2
o are the wave vectors

f the recording waves 1 and 2, and superscripts o and e
enote ordinary and extraordinary wave polarizations.
Whenever a permittivity grating with grating vector K

s recorded (isotropically or anisotropically) it can be re-
onstructed (anisotropically or isotropically) at specially
elected readout angles 	. The first subscript, i or a, de-
otes the type of diffraction (isotropic or anisotropic, re-
pectively), and the second subscript, 1 or 2, denotes two
ossible readout angles. Furthermore, depending on the
ype of recording (linear or nonlinear) higher harmonics
f this grating with grating vectors 2K and 3K might be
evealed at appropriate angles. The number of the spatial
armonic N=1,2,3, etc. is shown as a superscript of the
eadout angle. Relevant wave-vector diagrams are shown
n Fig. 1. Note that these diagrams are designed for wave
ectors inside the crystal. Thus to calculate the diffraction
ngles, the refraction at the input face should be taken
nto account. In what follows we keep the same notations
or the angles in air as that used before, for the angles in-
ide the crystal, to avoid too many subscripts or super-
cripts.

To calculate the diffraction angles for readout of the
ratings K, 2K, and 3K, it is convenient to define first the
patial frequency K of the gratings (modulus of the grat-
ng vector K) and the tilt angles 
 of the gratings vectors

with respect to the sample input face:

�2Ki,a
2

4�2 = ��no
2 − sin2�� − ���1/2 − �no,e

2 − sin2�� + ���1/2	2

+ �sin�� − �� − sin�� + ���2, �5�

tan 
i,a =
�no

2 − sin2�� + ���1/2 − �no,e
2 − sin2�� − ���1/2

sin�� + �� − sin�� − ��
.

�6�

With K and 
 known one can calculate the dependences
f the diffraction angles on recording angles for the isotro-
ic readout

sin 	i1,2
N = no sin

 ± arcsin�NK�

4�no
� , �7�

nd for the anisotropic readout
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sin 	a1,2
N = no,e sin�


+ arcsin
 �4�2ne,o
2 /�2 − 4�2no,e

2 /�2 + N2K2�1/2

2NKne,o
� .

�8�

ig. 1. Phase-matching diagrams for diffraction from (a), (b) iso-
ropically and (c), (d) anisotropically recorded gratings. Gray ar-
ows show the recording processes. For every diagram in (b), (c),
nd (d) only one of two possible readout angles is shown for the
hird spatial harmonic (grating vector 3K), 	i1

3 and 	a1
3 , respec-

ively, for isotropic and anisotropic readout.
Figure 2 shows these calculated dependences together
ith the experimental data (where diffraction was de-

ected). The simplest case of isotropic recording and iso-
ropic readout is shown in Fig. 2(a). Here, apart from
ragg diffraction from the principal gratings K, strong
iffraction is also observed from the gratings with
oubled and tripled spatial frequencies [see the wave-
ector diagram of Fig. 1(a)]. The measured Bragg angles
or these gratings 	i1,2

1 , 	i1,2
2 , and 	i1,2

3 are in good agree-
ent with the ones calculated from Eq. (7) for N=1,2,3

nd symmetric incidence, i.e., with 
=0.
The isotropically recorded grating and their higher har-
onics allow also anisotropic readout [see Fig. 1(b)] at the

ngles 	a1,2
1 , 	a1,2

2 , and 	a1,2
3 ; Fig. 2(b). Once more, good

greement of the measured angles with the ones calcu-
ated from Eq. (8) for N=1,2,3 can be stated.

ig. 2. Diffraction angles (in air) versus angle between the re-
ording beams (in air) for (a), (b) isotropic recording and (c), (d)
nisotropic recording for (a), (c) isotropic readout and (b), (d) an-
sotropic readout. The calculated dependencies are shown by
urves (solid curves for readout with ordinarily polarized waves,
ashed curves for readout with extraordinarily polarized waves),
hereas dots show the angles measured in the experiment. The
ependences shown in gray mark the cases in which the readout
ngles coincide with the recording angles. K, 2K, and 3K denote
ependences for fundamental �K� and high-order �2K ,3K� spa-
ial harmonics.
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Figure 2(c) shows dependences calculated for aniso-
ropic readout of the anisotropically recorded principal
ratings K, and the anisotropic readout of their possible
igher harmonics [Eq. (8) with N=1,2,3]. In spite of the
act that for recording angles within the range of 5° to 20°
he calculated diffraction angles are quite reasonable (not
xceeding ±60°) we have not detected any diffraction nei-
her from 3K nor from 2K gratings. When reading out iso-
ropically the anisotropically recorded gratings [see phase
iagram of Fig. 1(c) and Eq. (7)] similar results were ob-
ained; only the principal gratings K showed up with no
iffraction from the 2K and 3K gratings [Fig. 2(c)].
With the optical quality of the photorefractive sample

sed, the smallest diffraction efficiency � that can be
easured is about 10−5. From visual observation of a dif-

racted spot on the background of scattered light even
maller values of � can be detected. Within this accuracy,
n full agreement with our expectations, no diffraction
as been observed from the 2K and 3K gratings in case of
nisotropic recording.
To give the reader an idea about how strong the consid-

red permittivity gratings are, Table 1 summarizes the
aturated diffraction efficiencies for different recording
nd readout conditions.
As one can see, the efficiency of anisotropic readout is

lways larger than that for isotropic readout. This is quite
nderstandable, as the relevant electrooptic coefficient for
nisotropic readout, r42�33±3 pm/V, is larger than that
or isotropic readout, r22�6.7±0.2 pm/V.12 The vanishing
f the diffraction efficiency for anisotropic recording of the
K and 3K gratings is significant.

. CONCLUSION
o summarize, we proved experimentally the linearity of
he photorefractive response of LiNbO3:Fe crystals,
hich is due to circular bulk photovoltaic currents that
re a consequence of the nonvanishing antisymmetric
omponents of the photovoltaic tensor.2 Any other photo-
efractive gratings that are recorded with two orthogo-
ally polarized eigenwaves of the crystal should possess
his property, too. In LiNbO3 this applies to the recording
f gratings with the grating vectors K aligned along the

Table 1. Diffraction Efficiency � for the K, 2K,
and 3K Gratings for Different Recording

and Readout Conditionsa

Recording →
Readout ↓ i�o,o� a(o,e)

i1�o,o� 0.0025 0.002
i2�o,o� 0.001 �0.00001
i3�o,o� 0.00006 �0.00001
a1(o,e) 0.004 0.08
a2(o,e) 0.0024 �0.00001
a3(o,e) 0.0003 �0.00001

ai, isotropic; a, anisotropic; o, ordinary polarization; e, extraordinary polarization
rystallographic x axis and perpendicular to the axis of
pontaneous polarization. Here one of the recording
eams is polarized along the x axis and the other along
he y axis.13 Grating recording in this particular geometry
s of importance, because it can be useful for distributed-
eedback optical parametric oscillators in periodically
oled LiNbO3 crystals.14
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